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1. INTR~~LJCTI~N 
Although many results in univariate spline theory have been extended to 
the higher-dimensional settings by taking tensor products, very little is 
known on the general theory of multivariate spline functions. Since a 
univariate spline function is a “smooth” piecewise polynomial separated by a 
set of points which are called knots, a bivariate spline function is a “smooth” 
piecewise polynomial in two variables separated by a grid of curves, and so 
on. In the two-dimensional setting, for example, if a domain G’ in IFi’ is 
divided into a finite or countable number of cells by a grid partition A, then 
the space S;(A) of multivariate (or, more precisely, bivariate) spline 
functions is the collection of all functions in P(U) such that the restriction 
of every s E S:(A) to each cell of the grid partition is a polynomial p(.u, 4’) of 
total degree k, namely, 
p(x,p) = 1 UijXiJ,j. 
O<itk<k 
If A is a simple crosscut partition of a simply connected domain 62, the 
dimension of S:(A) is determined in [3] and a basis of SC(A) is also given 
explicitly. This result allows us to study the approximability properties of 
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bivariate spline functions in St,‘(d) and to investigate the existence of locally 
supported functions in S:(d). A detailed study for the rectangular grid 
partitions is also included in [3 ]. Similar but less explicit results for an 
arbitrary crosscut partition are given in 161. In addition. Schumaker [ 1 1 ] 
obtained a lower bound for the dimensions of bivariate spline spaces on 
triangulated polygons and proved that this lower bound is attained for 
certain special cases. 
A locally supported bivariate spline function which is also positive inside 
the supporting Jordan curve that consists of certain grid-segments of the 
partition is called a bivariate B-spline. In [ 1 ] de Boor introduced a notion of 
multivariate B-splines which are locally supported nonnegative Ckm ’ 
piecewise polynomials of total degree k. and Micchelli [9] studied these B- 
splines in detail. Dahman [7] also provided the truncated power represen- 
tations of these B-splines. The B-splines they studied are determined by a 
given set of knots instead of a grid partition. In fact, the knots determine 
certain simplices which in turn give the grid lines that separate the 
polynomial pieces. Since the grid partition cannot be assigned in advance, 
the wide range of applications by univariate B-splines cannot be easily 
extended to the multivariate setting. In an attempt to give explicit expressions 
of bivariate B-splines on a preassigned grid partition, we obtained bivariate 
B-splines in S:(d), where d is a crosscut triangulation of the first kind and 
we also proved that S&l) has no nontrivial locally supported functions. 
These results along with the results on the approximation properties of the 
corresponding variation-diminishing spline operators V, are contained in [ 4 ]. 
it should be pointed out that these operators V, preserve all linear 
polynomials in two variables, and hence provide very efficient and good 
bivariate C’ cubic spline approximants. In fact, the approximation is of 
optimal (or Jackson) order for functions in C and C’ and of order O(6’) for 
functions in C*. There also are bivariate B-splines obtained by Zwart [ 141, 
Powell [lo], and Fredrikson [X] on two types of triangulations. These 
triangulations, however, are rigid, and in fact, the above-mentioned bivariate 
B-splines cannot be transformed linearly to nonuniform triangulated 
rectangles without losing the smoothness joining conditions. 
In this paper we shall first study bivariate B-splines on nonuniform 
triangulated rectangles. Although this result can be applied to an arbitrary 
polygon, we only consider the square 
Let 0 = x0 < . . . <x,=1 and O=y,< ..a <y,, = 1. Then the grid lines 
x - x, = 0 ,..., x - x,-, = 0, y --y, = 0 ,..., y - J’~-, = 0 give a rectangular 
grid partition A,, of R. It was observed in [3] that St(A,,) contains locally 
supported spline functions if and only if ,U ,< (k - 2)/2. Hence, the important 
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space S&l,,) does not contain any B-spline function. To obtain nontrivial 
locally supported C’ cubic spline functions, further grid partition is 
necessary. A very useful practice in finite element methods is to triangulate 
each of the mn rectangular cells. We divide each cell into four tiangular cells 
by adding the two diagonals of the rectangle. This refined grid partition 
which will be denoted by d,,, divides R into 4mn triangular cells. We shall 
obtain explicit expressions of bivariate B-spline functions Bij(x, ~7) = 
Bri;Jx,~y) in S:(d,,). The bivariate B-splines we obtain form a partition of 
unity, and therefore, the corresponding B-spline series serve as efficient 
approximants and interpolants. 
If all the rectangles in A,, are of the same size; that is, xi - xi-, = l/m 
and JJ~ - .v-, = l/n for i = l,..., m and j = l,..., n, then the triangulation dm,, 
is a crosscut grid partition. We shall list several important bivariate B-spline 
functions on this partition. We note, however, that with the exception of 
Bij(x, y) above, none of these bivariate B-splines can be transformed linearly 
to spline functions on nonuniform grid partitions d,,. Bivariate B-splines 
have a wide range of applications in approximation, interpolation, numerical 
analysis, and finite element methods. We shall only discuss some integration 
quadratures that arise from the variation-diminishing spline series, and 
compare them with the classical product trapezoidal and product Simpson’s 
formulas. 
For nonuniform triangulated rectangles, since the grid lines determined by 
0=x0 < ‘*a <x,= 1 and O=J~, < . . . < ~7~ = 1 are arbitrary, they can be 
moved appropriately to tit the (usually discrete) given data. In fact, adaptive 
schemes can be developed and the problems of approximation by bivariate 
C’ cubic splines with variable grid partitions can be investigated by using 
the bivariate B-splines Bij(x, y) in S:(d,,) given in Section 3. The study of 
these problems will be delayed to a later date. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
We first introduce the necessary notation and discuss the basic properties 
of bivariate spline functions. It will be clear that the contents in this paper 
can be generalized to the multivariate setting. 
Let D be a domain in Rz and A a grid partition of G2 consisting of 
algebraic curves (or segments of algebraic curves). Then d divides ‘22 into a 
finite or countable number of cells. The points of intersection of the grid 
curves are called grid-points (or vertices) and the segments of the curves 
separated by the grid-points are called grid-segments (or edges) of the 
partition A. Let P, denote the collection of all polynomials in two real 
variables with total degree k over the real field. A function s(x,y) in P(G) 
is called a bivariate spline function with smoothness condition C“ and total 
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degree k on the grid partition A if the restriction of s(x,J.) to each cell of this 
partition is in P,. The space of all of these bivariate spline functions will be 
denoted by S:(d) = St@, D). Clearly, if p > k, then S:(A) = IF’,. Hence. we 
always assume that 0 < P < k - 1. 
Let Di and Dj be two adjacent cells of A sharing a common grid-segment 
fij which lies on an algebraic curve Iii (x,J~) = 0, where lij(x,~‘) is an 
irreducible algebraic polynomial. If pi(i.y) and pj(x,~) in P, are the 
restrictions of an s(x, 4’) E St(A) on the cells Di and Dj respectively, then by 
using an old result of Bezout, it can be proved [ 3. 13 ] that 
Pj(X, 4’) - Pi(X, 4’) = Qij(-x, JJ)[ lij(+v, 1’) 1’ ’ ’ (2.1) 
for all (x, y), where Q,(x, 4’) is a polynomial of total degree k - p - 1. We 
shall call Q,(x, 4’) the smoothing cofactor of s(x, J) from Di to Dj across rii. 
Note that since 1,(x, y) = Iji(x, J’), we always have Q,(x, 4’) = -Qij(x, y). 
Let A be a grid-point of A in P and r, ,..., [,. be the grid-segments with A 
as the common endpoint ordered in the counterclockwise direction, such that 
r, separates a cell D, from a cell D, , r, separates a cell D, from D?...., and 
r, separates the first cell D, from a cell D,v. Also, let I,(x,JT),..., f,,(x,~v) be 
irreducible algebraic polynomials such that f, . . . . . r,,. lie on 1,(x, y) = 0 . . . . . 
I,b,(x, v) = 0, respectively. If Qi.i + ,(x. y) E P, --L( _, is the smoothing cofactor 
of a bivariate spline function s(x, ~1) E S:(A) from Di to Di + , across Ti. 
where QN,,v+ 1 (x, y) := Q,v,,(x,~), then we have 
i Qi.i+l(Xl-V)[~i(x,4’)1’+’ =O 
i:l 
(2.2) 
for all (x, y) by using (2.1). This identity is called the conformality condition 
of s(x,y) at the grid-point A (cf. 13, 131). Hence, every bivariate spline 
function in S;(A) must satisfy the conformality conditions at all grid-points 
of A. The conformality conditions of bivariate spline functions are also useful 
in studying the genera1 properties of S;(A) and in constructing functions in 
St(A) satisfying certain conditions. One important condition is the local 
support property. We shall therefore utilize the conformality conditions to 
construct bivariate B-splines. 
3. TRIANGULATION WITH Two DIAGONALS 
Let R=((x,~):O<x,~<l), O=x,<...<x,=l and O=y,<...< 
~‘,=l. Hence, the lines x-xi=0 and ~-J;=O, l<i,<m- 1 and 
0 <j ,< n - 1, divide R into mn rectangles which will be denoted by 
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In this section, each of these rectangles is divided into four triangles by 
adding its two diagonals. The four triangular subregions of R, which we 
denote by D,(i, j), D,(i, j), D,(i, j), and D,(i, j) are ordered in the counter- 
clockwise direction such that the vertices of D,(i, j) are (xi-, , yj- ,), (xi, 
yj- ,), and ((xi-, + Xi)/23 (I>- I +yi)/2>. Each grid-point (xityj), 0 < i ,< m 
and 0 <j < n, is the common vertex of four rectangles R,, Ri+ , >, Ri + , ,i+, , 
Ri,jt I where additional rectangles are arbitrarily attached to R by 
introducing x-, , x,+, , y-, and y, +, , where x-, , y- , < 0 and x, + , , 
Ynt1 > 1. Let 
We shall obtain a bivariate C’ cubic B-spline B,(x, y) supported on Tij. 
That is, Bij(x, y) vanishes outside Tij and is made up of sixteen pieces of 
cubic polynomials which are positive on the corresponding triangular cells 
D,(i, j),..., D,(i, j), D,(i + 1, j) ,..., D4(i + 1, j) ,..., D,(i, j + 1) ,..., D,(i, j + 1). 
These polynomials will be denoted by Pl;i,j(X, Y),..., PJ;i.j(X, Y), 
P1:i+l,j(X~Y)~~~~~P4;i+I,j(X,Y)~..’lP1;i.j+1(X~Y)~~~~~P?;i.j+~(X~Y)~ 
We first start with plii+ I,jt, (x, y) := P,(x, y), which is determined by the 
following ten interpolation conditions: P, (xi, yj) = 1, PI (Xi + , , 4)) = 0, 
P,((xi+xi+,)/2, (Yj+Jrj+1)/2)=h, P((Xi+Xi+,)/Z (5Yj+Yj+.,)/6)=tv 
aP,/x = 0 at (xi, yj) and (xi+, , , , y.) the directional derivative of P, along the 
line (,ui + , -xi)(Y-Yj)- (Yjtl - yj)(?c - xi) = 0 at the point ((xi + xi+ ,)/2. 
(yj + yjt ,)/2) toward (xi, yj) is u and that along the line (,ui+ , - xi) 
(I’-Yj) + (Yj+l -yj)(x -xi) = 0 at the point ((xi + xi+ ,)/2, (yj + yj+ ,)/2) 
toward (xi+, , yj ) is U. Here, h, t, U, and u are parameters to be determined 
by the conditions on smoothness and “symmetry” of B,(x, y). The 
polynomial pjti+ ,,j(X, y) w ic h h is the restriction of Bij(x, y) on D,(i + 1, j) 
that shares a common grid-segment y - yj = 0 with D,(i + 1, j + 1) is 
obtained by “symmetry,” namely, 
By (2.1), we see that p3:i+,,j(x,y)-p,:i+1,j+,(x,y) is divisible by 
(y -J>)~. This condition gives one restriction on the parameters. Similarly, 
we define Pd;i+ l.j+l(XlY) from Pl;i+ l,j+ 1 (x, y) by “symmetry” with respect to 
the line (xit,-xi)(y-yj)-(>>+, - yj)(x - xi) = 0. The C’ condition now 
gives two restrictions on the parameters. Next, we use conformality condition 
(2.2) Qf Bij(X, .Y> at the points ((Xi + Xi+ I)/& (Yj +yj+ ,)/2) and (Xi+ 13 Yj+ 1) 
simultaneously, using the fact that Bij(x, y) = 0 outside T, to obtain the 
other restrictions on the parameters that define p,,!+ ,,j+ i(x, y). Hence. 
plii+ ,,jt ,(x, y) is uniquely determined. It turns out that if we define the other 
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polynomial pieces by the same type of “symmetry” as above, we obtain a 
(unique) C’ bivariate cubic spline function Bij(x,~,). In fact, by writing down 
the relationships (2.1) across each grid-segment, our B-spline Bii(x.~) is in 
Cz(Tij) if and only if Jo+, -li=~~--~;~-, and xi+, -xi=xi-x~,. We 
have 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a biuariate B-spline B,(X,~) in S:(im,,) 
supported on Tij such that its restrictions on the cells D,(i + 1, j + 1 )..... 
D,(i + 1, j + I), D[(i.j + 1) ,..., D,(i, j + 1) ,..., D,(i + 1. j) ,..., D,(i + 1, j) are 
given 647 the following corresponding polynomial pieces: 
= p-3 (x:y”;i)2+2 (x:,r-“:,)3] 
+ [-3+3 (x;;:;i)]( ,‘,yTyj)*+ (,;:ri;,)‘; 
P*:i+ I.j+ ICx* Y) 
= [2-J (x:,I-“:i) + (x:y:zi)3] 
+ [-3+6 (x:y::i)-3 (wK;y”;i)2]( ;+yi;:,)l 
Pa:i+ I.jt LCxq J’) 
= [l--3 (J:+J_x;i)2+ (x;:::zi)3] 
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Pl;i,j+ ltxv 4’) 
= [l-3 (x:__x:1,)z-2 (xy---iy3] 
P3;i,j+ lCxT V) 
= [2+3 (x;:x;:,)] + [-J-6 ( x”-x”:,)]( l+yii4;) 
+ 3 ( xy:x;l, ) ( ;+yTyj)* + ( ,l;+y?yj)3~ 
Pd:i.jt lCxv Y) 
= [2+3 (,y-.:, ) - (x:--x:1,)3] 
Pl;i,jCx~ Y) 
409!92,‘2-I6 
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P4;i,jCxv -1’) 
P2:i + 1 ,jCx’ Y> 
= b-3 (x:,y:“;i)+ (x:y:;i)3] 
+ p-6 (x:‘,y:;i) +J ( x::::;i)2]( y;:;,)~ 
P3;i+ l,jtxv J’) 
= [I - 3 (x;y::i)2 +z ( x:,y”kJ3] 
+ L-3+3 (x:y:x:i)]( y;:jy2- ( y;I’_,)3- 
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To verify the above result, we can use the smoothing cofactors. We only 
list some of them since the rest can be obtained from these by “symmetry:” 
Q(J:i+ I.j+ 1),(4;i+ I.j+ 1)(x7 Y) 
= -Q,,:i+ I,j+ l,,t*:i+ l.j+ t,(Xv Y) 
Q,,:i+ l,j+ I),(a:i+ rj+ 1)(x9 Y) 
= Qc*;i+ I.j+ 1).(3:i+ l.j+ t)(Xv Y)v 
+ [1+ (;yJ ] ()T+yil;,) 
3(xi+l -xi-l )(Xi+I-2xi+Xt-I) 
= 
(Xi-Xi-I)* [-l+ (.YfY+T'Yj)] 
- [I+ (::“,_“:)3](x:y:kJ~ 
and the smoothing cofactors from D,(i+ l,j+ 1) and D,(i+ 1,j-t 
R *\T, across the corresponding rid-segments are, respectively, 
1) to 
From these smoothing cofactors, it is clear that Bij(x,y) is in C’(R*) and is 
in C*(T,) if and only ifxi+,-xi=xi-xi-, andyj+,-yj=yj-->-.,. 
We also have a partition of unity: 
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THEOREM 3.2. For all (x, y) E R. 
Proof. To prove this result, we first observe that the values of Bij(x, ~1) at 
the vertices of the triangular cells are 0, i, and 1, and the values at the 
midpoints of the “interior” and “exterior” triangular cells in Tij are $ and 
& respectively. Also, the directional derivatives at ((xi + xi+ ,)/2. 
(Yj +Yj+L)/2)V (txi-L + xi)l29 (J’j +Yj+l)/2), (txi-l + xi)l2, (Yj-1 +Yj)/2h 
((xi + xi+ ,)/2, (~7~~~ + yj)/2) toward (xi, yj) are, respectively, 
j((Xi+ 1 -xi)2 + (~j+~-,)2)-“29 
;((xi-xp,)’ + (yj+, -yj)2)-‘;2, 
~((-Ki-Xi~,)‘+ (.li-4;~,)‘)~“‘, 
3((xi+[ -xi)2 + (Jj-yj-1)2)m”2? 
and the directional derivaties at these points toward the points (xi+, , yj), (xi, 
J>+ ,), (xi-, , J,~), and (xi, yj- ,), respectively, are all zero. Hence, the 
piecewise polynomial xi,j B,(x, y) is equal to 1 in each of the cells 0,(&j), 
I = l,..., 4, 1 < i < m, and 1 <j Q n. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence, we note that the Lagrange interpolants of 
continuous functions at the points (xi, J)) from S:(d,,) by using the B- 
splines Bij(x, y) also approximate. Let 6, be the maximum of the four 
numbers 
\/Cxi+ I -xi)2 + (Yj+ I -Yj)‘? \/(-Xi+ 1 -Xi)’ + (4) -Yj- I)‘, 
\/Cxi - xi- 1)’ + (Yj+ 1 -.Yj)‘l and d(xi-xj-I)2 + (J’,j-jj-l)29 
and let 6=6(m,n)=max(6ij: 1 <i<m- 1 and 1 <j<n-- I}. For each 
f E C(R), let 
(V)(X, Y) = ’ ’ f(Xi > Yj) Bij(X, 4’). 
,zJ ,eo 
We have 
COROLLARY 3.1. For every fE C(R), (Lf)(xi, yj) =f(xi, 4)) where 
O<igm, O<j<n, and 
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4. B-SPLINES ON UNIFORM TRIANGULATED RECTANGLES 
We now consider the special case where the horizontal and vertical grid 
lines are equally spaced; that is, xi - xi-, = l/m and yj - yj- , = l/n, 
i = I,..., m and j = l,..., n. Hence, the partitions d,, become crosscut 
partitions of R. By a simple linear transformation, the grid partitions (of the 
supports) of the bivariate B-splines will be assumed to be as in Figs. 1, 2, or 
3 below. We shall give three bivariate C’ cubic splines with different 
supports. The first one is a special case of Bij(x. y) in the previous section, 
the second will be on the same grid partition but has different support, while 
the third one was obtained in [4]. 
Let A, be the grid partition given in Fig. 1, where the vertices of the square 
Q, are (1, l), (-1. I), (-1, -l), and (1, -l), and the sixteen cells inside Q, 
are denoted by l,..., 16. Our B-spline function B(x,y) will be in C’(iR’) and 
vanishes outside Q, . Let pi(x, y) denote the restriction of B(x. y) on the cell 
i. Then we have the following expressions for pi(x, y): 
p,(x, j,) = (1 - 3x? + 2x3) + (-3 + 3x)4’? + y’, 
p2(x, y) = (1 - 3X? + X3) + 3.X5 - 3yz + 2y3, 
Pd”, Y) = P2(-“9 .v), P,k Y) =p,(-x1 Y), 
Pd.& 4’) =P,(--x, -Y)* P&9 y) = Pz(-x, -4’), 
P,(X, Y) = P&C -Y), P,(X,Y) =p,(x, -4’)9 
P&Y, y) = (2 - 3x + x3) + (-3 + 6x - 3x9~ 
p,Jx,j’) = (2 - 3x) + (-3 + 6x)4’- 3x$ +y3, 
P,I(-~.Y)=P,,(-x,Y), P IZb14’) = PA-4 J’), 
P,dKY) =P9(-x, -.9), p,4@, y) =p,o(-xv -y), 
P&3 4’) = P&T -Y), P&1 J’) = P&T -Y). 
The second B-spline function C(x, y) will be on the grid partition AZ given 
in Fig. 2, where the vertices of the square Qz are (3, 3), (-3, 3), (-3, -3), 
and (3, -3), with center at the origin. The thirty-six cells inside Q, will again 
be denoted by I,..., 36. Our B-spline function C(x, y) is in C’(lF?‘) and 
vanishes outside Q,, and its restriction on cell i will be given by qi(x, y) 
below. This B-spline function is constructed by using the techniques given in 
Section 2. 
q,(x,y) = <& - +x2 + &x3) + (-$ + Ax, y2, 
q3cT I’) = s,(-x. Y), 44(x, Y) = 4,(-Y, x)9 





FIG. 1. The square Q, 
16 
X 31 7 17 
18 
X 32 19 33 
\ \ 28 / 
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13 12 
/ 6 \ \ 2 






X 11 26 10 
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FIG. 2. The square Q2. 
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FIG. 3. The hexagon Qj. 
qs(x, 4') = (S + &x - +-x2 + $x3) + (-$ + hx)y?, 
%(X9 Y) = 4dY7 -x)3 &(X7 Y) = 45(-x, Y>v 48(X, Y) = 45(-Y, x)9 
qg(x, y) = ($ - &x - +x2 + +x3> + (-$ + +x - Ax") y 
+(-&++x)y2+&y3, 
4,()(x,4') = (+ - -&x - +x2 + &x3) + (-A + +x - &x')y 
+ (- + + &x)y2 + &J y3, 
4, ,(x, Y) = 4,o(Y, xl, q,*(-r, Y) = 49(Y, 4, 
4,3(X,Y) = %(E’, -xl q,4(xvY) = 4,dYY -x)9 
q&,Y) = 4,o(--x,Y)9 4,& Y) = 49(--x~ Y), 
4,7(-%Y) = 49(--G -Yh S,&Y) = 4d-x7 -Y) 
4,9(x, Y> = 4*0(-Y* -XL 420(x, Y) = 49(-Y, -xl 
42,(x74’) = %A-Yq xl, 422(x, Y) = 4,0(-Y, x)3 
423(x74’) = 4,dX~ -Y), 424(x, Y> = 99(x, -Yh 
q*& 4') = + - &x - +x* + &x3, 
4*&, y) = ($ - &x + &x3> + (-& + +x - &x2)y, 
427(x1 Y) = 42,(YT x)7 92&G Y) = 4250. x)7 
429(x, Y) = 426(Y, --XL 430(x, 4’) = 4x(--G 4’1, 
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4.l ,(-u. ?‘I = 42.c(-“7 .v). 43*(-Y, .l’) = q26(-x, -.v). 
9&.?‘) = q?h(--l), -x)9 4,4(x .Y) = 425(-J, -y), 
9.1(-h y) = &6(-Y, x), 43& ?,I = q2&1 -.,‘I. 
To describe the third bivariate B-spline, it is more convenient to consider a 
different grid partition A, as in Fig. 3, where the regular hexagon Q, is 
centered at the origin and has vertices at (4,0), (2, 2fi), (-2, 2fi), 
(-4,0), (-2, -2fi). and (2, -26). The twenty-four regular triangular cells 
inside QJ are denoted by I,..., 24. Our bivariate cubic B-spline function 
D(x, 1’) is in C’(IF;.‘), vanishes outside Q- ?, and its restriction on cell i is 
T~(x,J~). This B-spline is contained in [4], where we also discuss its approx- 
imation properties. 
+ ($ - &x)$ - &fiJJ, 
r,5(-~,?))=($-fx)+(-3~+$~x)4’+($---~)4’2 
- &&J, 
r,,(x, .v) = r,,(-x, .v). r,,k Y) = r,kx. y). 
r,&.v) = r,,(-x,y). r,& 1’) = r,3(-x, -Y), 
r&, v) = r,,(---x, -y), r2,(x,4’) = r,,(--5 -Y>, 
r22(x, y) = r,5(-h -4’1, r2Jx, 4’) = r,&, -Y), 
rzsk y) = r,,(x, -.v). 
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In 141, it is observed that the transformation 
a,(x-.x,)+b,(y--y,)=-~I?,x’-~~rl,4”, 
a*(x - x0) + b,(y -4’0) = +2x’ + +fi r/-2 y’ 
(4.1) 
maps the grid partition 
\/5x1+v’-2~j=0,~x’-4”-2~j=0,4”f~j=0, (4.2) 
-co <j < co, onto the grid partition 
a,(x --Kg) + b,(g -yJ +jq, = 0 
a2(.u --Kg) + b2(y -yo) + jq2 = 0 
a3(x - d + 40 -4'J +jv3 = 0, 
(4.3) 
-co <j < co, for all pairwise linearly independent ordered pairs (a,, 6,), 
(al, b,), (a,. b3) and all rl,, vz, v3 satisfying 
Hence, the bivariate B-spline D(x, y) can be linearly transformed to any 
crosscut triangulation of the first kind. Two important ones are triangulated 
rectangles with only one diagonal for each rectangular cell. The supports of 
such transformations of D(x, y) are given in Figs. 4 and 5. 
In addition, B-spline series can be obtained from the B-splines B(x, y), 
C(x, y), and D(x, y). Let B,(x, y) = B(x - i, y -j), C,(x, y) = C(x - 2i, 
y - 2j), and Dij(x, y) = D(x - 2i,y - fij). Then we have 
FIGURES 
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FIGURE 5 
THEOREM 4.1. For all (x, y) E IR *, 
1 Bij(X, Y) = x Cij(X, Y) = T Dij(x, Y) = l. 
ii ii 
From Theorem 3.2, we already have 2 B, = 1. That the {Dij(x, y)) is also 
a partition of unity is contained in [4]. In [4], we also prove that the 
variation-diminishing bivariate spline operator corresponding to ( Dij} 
preserves all linear polynomials. This is not true, however, for {Blj} and 
(C,}. To prove that C C,(x, y) = 1 for all (x, y), we first note that 
C(O,O) = A, C(2,O) = &, C(2,2) = A, C(1, 1) = C(1, -1) = $, C(f, 0) = 
g, C(;, 0) = &&, C($, 0) = &, C(2, f) = &, C(2, -$) = $, and C($, 
2) = A. Hence, the values of C Cij(x, y) at the grid-points are 4(&) + 
4(&) + & = 1 and 4($) = 1, and its value at the center of each triangular 
cell is 2(*) + 2(G) + &$ + 2(A) + g + & = 1. Also, the values of 
the partial derivatives of C C,(x, y) with respect to both x and y at the grid- 
points can be verified to be zero. That is, we have 2 Cij(x, y) = 1 for all 
C&Y). 
5. APPLICATION TO INTEGRATION QUADRATURE 
Let R = ((x,y): 0 <x, y < I), xi = i/n and yj =j/n, i, j= 0 ,..., n. It is 
natural to use the variation-diminishing bivariate spline operators associated 
with the B-splines in Section 4 to obtain integration quadratures of the form: 
1. 
-R. 
1)-(x, y) dx dy L 9 f aijf(xi, yj). 
i=(J j=lJ 
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Since the only B-spline whose corresponding variation diminishing bivariate 
spline operator preserves all functions in P, is D(x, y), we expect hat D(x, y) 
gives the “best” integration quadrature. Indeed, the B-spline function B(x, y) 
only gives the product trapezoidal formula, while we shall see that the 
integration quadrature derived from D(x, y) is “better” than both the product 
trapezoidal and product Simpson formulas (cf. [ 121) for functions with 
oscillations in the directions of x + y = 0 or x - y = 0. 
The linear transformation that takes the grid partition in Fig. 3 onto the 
grid partition given in Fig. 5 with vertices at (2/n, 0) (2/n, 2/n), (0,2/n), 
(-2/n, 0), (-2/n), -2/n), and (0, -2/n) is 
1 a x = zx’ +-p’, fi Y=xY’ 
With this transformation and the bivariate cubic B-spline D(x, y), we obtain 
the integration quadrature 
c (‘fk Y) h dY 1 I”(f), (5.1) 
I”(f 1 = & jW/ (0, 1) +f (LO>1 + 17O]f(O,O) +f (Al)1 
+ 177 [f (o,$)+f (iv l)+f (G,o) +f(lJ)] 
+310 [f (y$)+f ($$] 
+316 [f (++f (++)I 
+f (;A$)] 
n-2 n-2 
+360 x 1 f . 
j=* j=* 
We must remark, however, that when the variation-diminishing bivariate 
spline operator was applied, the values off (x, y) at ((i - 1)/n, -l/n), (i/n, 
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(n + 1)/n), (j/n, -l/n), and (j/n, (n + 1)/n), i = 0 ,..., n + 1 and j = 0 . . . . . tz 
were used. Sincef(x,y) is only defined on R, we replace these grid-points by 
the corresponding closest grid-points in R to obtain the formula Z(f). In 
doing so, it is easy to show that we still have 
for all fE IF,. By using the results in [4], it is also easy to show that Z,(f) 
converges to JJffor alIfE C(R), and the rates are o( l/n) for f E C’(R) and 
0( l/n’) for fE C’(R). More important is that the integration quadrature is 
“better” than the product integration formulas for functions f with 
oscillations in the direction of ?I -y = 0, even iffare not in C’(R). We give 
the following example: Let 
f(x, y) = N( y - 1 + ( l/N)) - Nx, if y--x>(l -(l/N)), 
= 0, if Jr-x < (1 -(l/N)) 
for some positive integer N. Then we have 
I_ (‘S-I,(f) =&$ 
.R- 
for all sufficiently large tz divisible by N. For the same values of n, it is easy 
to verify that the product trapezoidal formula gives an error An’ and the 
product Simpson’s formula gives an error +n’ or &z’ depending on whether 
n/N is even or odd. 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
The bivarite B-splines presented in this paper were constructed by using 
the conformality conditions of bivariate spline functions at all grid-points as 
discussed in Section 2. There are other techniques available that can be used 
for different purposes. For example, in finite element methods, there are 
procedures used by Fredrickson [8], Powell [lo], and Zwart [ 141; and in 
approximation theory, there are methods due to Dahmen [7] and Micchelli 
[9]. In fact, convolutions of bivariate B-splines also give other bivariate B- 
splines with larger supports. No matter what methods are being used, 
however, there is no guarantee that an actual basis, or even a span set, 
consisting of bivariate B-spline functions can be obtained. There are two 
difficulties: first one has to determine the dimensions of the bivariate spline 
spaces S;(d), and second there is the problem of linear independence. 
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Moreover, since the dimensions are usually quite large, there is the problem 
of finding “enough” B-splines. There are already some results on the 
dimensions of spaces of multivariate spline functions in [3,6, 111. A more 
general result can be obtained using the method in [6]. For the bivariate 
quadratic spline space S&4), where A is (a refinement of) the grid partition 
given in Fig. 2, we have determined a B-spline basis in [5], where bivariate 
spline identities and approximation properties of corresponding B-spline 
series are discussed. 
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